Please note that this review refers to a previous release
of ASL*Form. The current release contains over 100 new
features and enhancements.
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What is ASL*Form?
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ASL*Form is not just a tool for building new

Simply stated, ASL*Form software enables
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systems, it can be used to improve your
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existing systems in many ways; for example,
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reports with new, fully interactive form

in a very short time. The results look like
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based versions. Quite often users print
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reports consisting of very many pages and
then just use a couple of pages at the back,
the hardcopy report is cumbersome, costly
and ultimately hard for the user to use but
they use it anyway because that is all that is
available to them. You can replace the report
with a fully interactive ASL*Form that is
accessed via the standard Oracle
Applications menu. Another way to improve
productivity and user efficiency is to replace
many of the standard Oracle Applications
forms with ASL*Forms; in certain cases,
information that a user requires is buried
deep within a large and complex form; now
you can take out the complexity and provide
the user with an easy to use alternative which
gives them the information they really need.

Fig. 1 An ASL*Form in action
The suppliers of ASL*Form (ApplTop) cite
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The product is licensed on a site/solution
basis. The base product itself, which consists
of (but is not limited too) the ASL*Form
Builder IDE and the ASL*Form Runtime
engine is licensed per site; you then license the
number of solutions you are going to develop
using it. Special development licenses for
software companies wishing to develop their
own commercial solutions using ASL*Form
are also available. In this scenario, the
software company would purchase special
licenses that allow them to develop solutions
and sell them on along with just the runtime
engine component of ASL*Form. There are
two pricing structures that can be used when
pricing ASL*Form, High-Usage Pricing and
Low-Usage Pricing. Both pricing structures
are based on how many solutions are
developed, the idea being that the less you use

Fig. 3 The ASL*Form Builder IDE

the product the less you pay.
possible. The suppliers claim that the cost

Product Details

Claimed Cost and Time Savings

is between five and 23 times less using

Typical Cost: There are two licensing

Figure two shows the kind of cost savings

ASL*Form. Further savings may be possible

models to choose from, "Low Usage

that the suppliers of ASL*Form claim are

via reduced support costs.

Licensing" (LUL) or "High Usage
Licensing" (HUL). You license the product

The prices quoted in
this review are out of
which is £1,250 under LUL and between
date.
pricing
£11,100
andCurrent
£18,500 under
HUL, thenisyou
lower.
license the number
of solutions you want to
in two parts, firstly a base product license

develop, these are £500 fixed under LUL
and start at £300 (max) under HUL and
decrease in price the more you purchase.
ApplTop Solutions also offer comprehensive

Please contact us for
current
Pricing
Low Usage
Pricing: Base
product &
price of
Licensing
information.
£1,250
plus £500 fixed
per solution.

support, training and consultancy services.

High Usage Pricng: Base product price
of between £11,500 and £18,500 and
solutions from £180 to £300 depending
on how many are purchased.
System Requirements: Oracle E-Business
Platform
Supplier: ApplTop Solutions Ltd
Supplier Web Site: http://www.appltop.com/
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Fig 2 Potential Cost and time Savings (Average build cost is 12 days per form at typical
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Embrace a
new mindset...
ASL*Form

Rapid Application
Extension Technology
ASL*Form is the only product
on the market that provides the
ability to develop very powerful
and highly functional, extensions
to the Oracle E-Business Suite
that are 100% integrated and
functional in a matter of minutes.
Highly skilled technical consultants are traditionally used
to develop extensions for the Oracle E-Business Suite; these
extensions are very expensive, take a long time to develop
and are difficult and costly to support. Often, user
requirements are scaled down or scrapped due to time
and/or budgetary constraints. Building extensions with
ASL*Form is a task that almost anyone can do with little
or no technical knowledge; whether you are a Functional
Consultant, developer or even an end user, you will find
ASL*Form very easy to use and highly productive.
Embrace a new mindset; make that data available to the
end user in the format they need for very little effort and
cost. Replace existing; over-complex forms and reports with
simple, to the point forms that the user can actually use.
Whether you are building a simple, single form solution or
an entire mini-application, ASL*Form is up to the task.
ASL*Form is about to take the Oracle E-Business world
by storm and revolutionize the way in which Oracle
E-Business Suite Extensions are developed and implemented.
Streamline your Applications, your users and ultimately
streamline your business.

Rapid Application Extension for the
Oracle E-Business Suite is at last a reality!
Call now more information or to arrange an
on-line/on site product demonstration.

Contact us on +44 (0) 1274 620942

email to info@appltop.com or visit our website at www.appltop.com
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